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UM ECONOMIST SAYS MONTANA’S GROWTH SPURT WILL CONTINUE 
MISSOULA -
Montana’s current economic expansion is the longest sustained period of growth in the state’s 
recent history, according to a University of Montana economist.
Montana will grow about 2.2 percent per year during 1997, 1998 and 1999, said Paul Polzin, 
director of the UM Bureau of Business and Economic Research.
“This means we will have nine straight years where growth exceeds 2 percent, he said. “We 
have to go back to the early 1970s to find a similar period of sustained growth.”
While the 1970s and the 1990s both saw substantial economic growth, the two periods are 
very different, Polzin said. In the 1970s, energy developments and expansions in other natural 
resource industries fueled rapid and volatile growth. The 1990s have been a period of slower and 
more diverse high-tech manufacturing growth, he said.
"The point is that uninterrupted long-term expansions are relatively rare in Montana, and we 
are currently in the middle of one," Polzin said.
The 1990s started out with a bang, Polzin said. The fastest growth was early in the decade 
when a construction boom and strong agriculture combined to produce state growth rates in excess 
of 4 percent per year, he said. Since then, the state's economy has been decelerating toward its 
long-run sustainable rate of about 2 percent.
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Polzin said a strong world economy will help to fuel Montana’s economic growth in the late 
1990s. For example, the mining industry may benefit from the worldwide demand for minerals, 
which is traditionally strong during periods of economic expansions and growing international trade, 
he said. Montana’s agriculture industry should also thrive, with promising international grain 
markets and cattle prices on the upswing.
Within Montana. Polzin said manufacturing industries have stable or increasing employment 
and the state’s small, but vigorous, high-tech sectors should continue to expand and add productive 
capacity.
However, Polzin said that labor shortages are starting to appear in Montana and they may be 
restraining job growth.
"Our forecasts call for non-farm wage and salary jobs to increase about 1.5 percent per year 
between now and 1999," he said. "I suspect this would be closer to the 2 percent overall growth if 
there were no shortages of workers."
Montana’s unemployment rate is well under 5 percent and Gallatin County -  one of the 
state’s largest counties -  repeatedly had rates between 2 and 3 percent, he said.
Personal income, one of the major determinants of retail sales, will also increase about 2 
percent per year in 1997, 1998 and 1999, Polzin said. This is down slightly from the 3 percent 
growth experienced a couple of years ago and reflects slowing of all components -- labor income, 
transfer income, dividends, interest and rents.
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